
Reminders

 HW2 due 2/18 (postponed due to delays in 

publishing the assignment)

 PRA3 due 2/22

 Course project progress report 1 due 2/27

 Come to OH for course project discussion!
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Artificial Intelligence Methods for Social Good

Lecture 9

Case Study:  NewsPanda: AI for Conservation-Related 

Media Monitoring

2/12/20242

17-537 (9-unit) and 17-737 (12-unit)

Instructor: Fei Fang

feifang@cmu.edu
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Outline

 Transformer revisited

 NewsPanda

 NewsSerow

 Discussion
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Recap: Attention (in the context of translation)

 Each output token depends on input tokens 

differently

 Intuitively, calculate the importance weight for each of 

the source token for current predicting token

2/12/2024https://lilianweng.github.io/posts/2018-06-24-attention/4



Recap: Attention (in the context of translation)

 Source sequence: 𝑥 = 𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑚
 Target sequence: 𝑦 = 𝑦1, 𝑦2, … , 𝑦𝑚
 ℎ𝑖 : encoder state at the 𝑖th position in source

 𝑠𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑠𝑡−1, 𝑦𝑡−1, 𝑐𝑡): decoder hidden state for the 
output word at position 𝑡 where 𝑐𝑡 is context vector

2/12/2024https://lilianweng.github.io/posts/2018-06-24-attention/5



Recap: Attention (in the context of translation)

2/12/2024https://lilianweng.github.io/posts/2018-06-24-attention/6

𝑐𝑡 = σ𝑖 𝛼𝑡,𝑖ℎ𝑖

where 𝛼𝑡,𝑖 =
exp 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑠𝑡−1,ℎ𝑖

σ𝑖′ exp 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑠𝑡−1,ℎ𝑖′

Scaled Dot-Product Attention: 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑠𝑡 , ℎ𝑖 =
𝑠𝑡
𝑇ℎ𝑖

𝑑

 Source sequence: 𝑥 = 𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑚
 Target sequence: 𝑦 = 𝑦1, 𝑦2, … , 𝑦𝑚
 ℎ𝑖 : encoder state at the 𝑖th position in source

 𝑠𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑠𝑡−1, 𝑦𝑡−1, 𝑐𝑡): decoder hidden state for the 
output word at position 𝑡 where 𝑐𝑡 is context vector



Recap: Transformer Architecture Full

2/12/2024Vaswani et al. Attention is All You Need. 20177



Transformer Encoder
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Transformer Encoder

2/12/2024Vaswani et al. Attention is All You Need. 20179



Transformer

 Multi-head self-attention

2/12/2024Vaswani et al. Attention is All You Need. 201710



Transformer Decoder

2/12/2024Vaswani et al. Attention is All You Need. 201711



Transformer Architecture Full

2/12/2024Vaswani et al. Attention is All You Need. 201712



Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers 

(BERT)

 Just use Transformer encoder

 Pre-trained on two tasks to 

encourage bidirectional prediction 

and sentence-level understanding

 Task 1. Mask language model

 Task 2. Next sentence prediction

2/12/2024https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.0480513



Generative Pre-training Transformer (GPT)

2/12/2024https://lilianweng.github.io/posts/2019-01-31-lm/14

Key idea: Only use Decoder in Transformer



Outline

 Transformer revisited

 NewsPanda

 NewsSerow

 Discussion
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Media Monitoring for Timely Conservation Action

 WWF country offices spend a 

lot of time and resources 

looking through various news 

articles to identify trends, 

events, or threats related to 

conservation and 

infrastructure.

○ Identifying 7-10 articles can 

take 2-3 days to complete

2/12/2024Keh et al., NewsPanda: Media Monitoring for Timely Conservation Action. 

IAAI 2023.

16



Media Monitoring for Timely Conservation Action

 Having a tool to 

automate this process

will save a lot of time for 

WWF and allow them to 

more effectively allocate 

their resources.

● How do we identify and 

analyze media articles 

for timely conservation 

and infrastructure 

actions?

2/12/2024Keh et al., NewsPanda: Media Monitoring for Timely Conservation Action. 

IAAI 2023.

17



Media Monitoring for Timely Conservation Action

 Having a tool to 

automate this process

will save a lot of time for 

WWF and allow them to 

more effectively allocate 

their resources.

● How do we identify and 

analyze media articles 

for timely conservation

and infrastructure

actions?

2/12/2024Keh et al., NewsPanda: Media Monitoring for Timely Conservation Action. 

IAAI 2023.

18

Infrastructure?

- roads, railways, pipelines, 

etc.

- Usually high-impact and 

long-term 

- These articles usually 

cover upcoming 

developments, which is 

where WWF can truly 

perform the necessary 

interventions 



NewsPanda

 NewsPanda automates multiple steps in the 

pipeline, enabling humans to perform the more 

critical tasks (analysis and action)

2/12/2024Fei Fang19



The Team

Practitioners from WWF-UK, WWF-Nepal, WWF-India, 

WWF-Norway, WWF-US

Researchers from Carnegie Mellon Universeity



NewsPanda Pipeline

2/12/2024Fei Fang21

This entire pipeline is ran on a weekly basis.



Dataset

● Initial dataset – We start off with two datasets, with 

labels along two dimensions: conservation relevance and 

infrastructure relevance

● 1. WHS-Corp dataset (44,000 articles; 928 with 

labels)

■ from Hosseini and Coll Ardanuy (2020)

■ global news articles covering World Heritage Sites 

around the world

■ only contains labels for conservation relevance

2/12/2024Fei Fang22



Dataset

● Initial dataset – We start off with two datasets, with 

labels along two dimensions: conservation relevance and 

infrastructure relevance

● 1. WHS-Corp dataset (44,000 articles; 928 with 

labels)

■ 2. InfraCorp dataset (4,137 articles; 1,000 with 

labels)

■ our own dataset which we scrape + annotate

■ focus specifically on India and Nepal

■ scraping done using NewsAPI

2/12/2024Fei Fang23



Dataset

● Initial dataset – We start off with two datasets, with 

labels along two dimensions: conservation relevance and 

infrastructure relevance

● 1. WHS-Corp dataset (44,000 articles; 928 with 

labels)

■ 2. InfraCorp dataset (4,137 articles; 1,000 with 

labels)
■ each of the 1,000 articles is annotated by two domain experts at 

WWF
■ Domain experts have limited labeling capacity

■ Q: How do we best select which 1,000 articles out of the 4,137 to label?

2/12/2024Fei Fang24



Active Learning in Data Collection

 Confidence-based active learning:

 Train an initial model using the available WHS-Corp dataset

 Select the 1,000 most “difficult” articles, i.e. the articles 

which the initial model is “least confident” about

2/12/2024Fei Fang25



Active Learning in Data Collection

 Does active learning work? Let’s check

 Select two sets of 300 articles – set A is actively selected, 

and set R is randomly selected.

2/12/2024Fei Fang26

actively selected

randomly selected

Using the actively selected set gives a larger performance gain as 

compared to using a randomly selected set.



NewsPanda pipeline

2/12/2024Fei Fang27



Relevance Classification Module

We include the following 

features for each article:

● BERT embedding

● Sentiment analysis score

● Topic modelling vector

Prediction is done along two 

dimensions: conservation 

relevance and infrastructure 

relevance

2/12/2024Fei Fang28



Relevance Classification Module

2/12/2024Fei Fang29

NewsPanda

performs the best 

across all the 

models and 

baselines.



Additional Consideration: Handle Noise Labels

 Recall the InfraCorp Dataset: each of the 1,000 

articles is annotated by two domain experts at WWF

 How can we handle label noise? Use Noisy label correction 

methods

 Adapt the CORES2 loss (Cheng et al. 2021) noise 

correction algorithm

 Extension of earlier peer loss algorithm – frames the task of 

learning from noisy labels as a peer prediction problem

2/12/2024Cheng, H.; Zhu, Z.; Li, X.; Gong, Y.; Sun, X.; and Liu, Y. 2021. Learning with 

Instance-Dependent Label Noise: A Sample Sieve Approach. In ICLR.

30



Additional Consideration: Handle Noise Labels

 Does the noisy label correction algorithm? 

 Investigate the effects of using peer loss and CORES2 

loss

2/12/2024Fei Fang31

Using CORES2 loss yields the best performance compared to using Peer 

Loss and using no noisy label correction.



NewsPanda pipeline

2/12/2024Fei Fang32



Information Retrieval Module

 Use the NewsAPI scraper with search terms taken 

from a list of curated conservation sites by WWF

 Focus on India and Nepal

 This is ran on a weekly basis

2/12/2024Fei Fang33



NewsPanda pipeline

2/12/2024Fei Fang34



Keyword extraction

2/12/2024Fei Fang35

Keyword Extractor
Species- tiger

Terrestrial Habitat -

forest

We use a list of 

around 1000 

keywords 

(level 1 and 

level 2), then 

check for 

matches in the 

text.
35

(example paragraph)

A 45-year-old man from 

Chamrajanagar in Karnataka 

was arrested by the Forest 

Department for attempting to 

hunt wild animals and also 

setting fire in forest areas in 

the Talavadi Forest Range in the 

SathyamangalamTiger Reserve 

here. 



Named entity recognition

2/12/2024Fei Fang36

(example paragraph)

A 45-year-old man from 

Chamrajanagar in Karnataka

was arrested by the Forest 

Department for attempting to 

hunt wild animals and also 

setting fire in forest areas in 

the Talavadi Forest Range in the 

SathyamangalamTiger Reserve

here. 

Named Entity 

Extractor

LOC - Chamrajanagar

LOC - Karnataka

ORG - Forest Department

LOC - Talavadi Forest Range

LOC - Sathyamangalam Tiger 

Reserve

BERT-NER model



Event timeline

2/12/2024Fei Fang37

We search for entity “Subansiri”, then filter with the keyword 

“hydroelectric”. 

“Controversial Hydel Project in India’s 

Northeast On Way To Resume 

Completion”
[...] The Lower Subansiri hydroelectric project was 

stuck for the past eight years due to various issues. 

All the hurdles were removed following a judgment 

by the National Green Tribunal (NGT) that dismissed 

a petition that had raised concerns over the project.

2020-02-05 “NHPC to commission 2,000 MW 

hydropower project on Subansiri by 

March 2022”
PSU major NHPC Ltd on December 5 said the 

2,000 MW Subansiri hydropower project, which 

was said stalled for nearly eight years [...] will 

be commissioned by March 2022.

2020-12-05

“India To Expedite Dam 

Construction After China 

Announces Project in 

Tibet”
“The proposal was being considered 

at the highest level of the 

government”

2020-12-10
“NHPC's Lower Subansiri 

Hydroelectric Project 

Starts”
Downstream river protection work 

of NHPC Ltd's Lower Subansiri 

Hydroelectric Project (LSHP) has 

started on river Subansiri, a project 

planned under phase-III.

2021-01-08

3

2

1

4



Geolocation

 Important to integrate into WWF’s GIS systems

 Use a directory of conservation sites from WWF to 

map articles to their coordinates

 If there is no match in directory, we use the geopy

package

2/12/2024Fei Fang38



NewsPanda pipeline

2/12/2024Fei Fang39



Deployment

 NewsPanda has been deployed by WWF teams in 

India, Nepal, and the UK since February 2022

 Three stages of deployment:

 Pilot study (February 2022)

 Goal: Test out the pipeline and identify some operational and technical 

issues in the initial version of NewsPanda

 Initial deployment (March 2022 to July 2022)

 Goal: Evaluate the performance of NewsPanda

 Sustainable deployment (August 2022 onwards)

 Goal: Make pipeline more automatic and cloud-based

2/12/2024Fei Fang40



Deployment Results

 Quantitative results:

 Each week, the WWF teams from India, Nepal, and the UK 

evaluated the articles classified by NewsPanda

2/12/2024Fei Fang41

- High precision values = trustworthy and reliable system

- Low recall for infrastructure = misses out on potential articles; needs to 

improve more on positively identifying relevant articles



Deployment Results

 Qualitative results:

 Two months into deployment, the CMU team carried out 

semi-structured interviews with their WWF colleagues who 

have been using NewsPanda outputs in their work

2/12/2024Fei Fang42



Visualization Module

 The NewsPanda results are integrated into WWF’s 

GIS systems, which is especially useful for the field 

teams.

2/12/2024Fei Fang43



Visualization Module – Success Story

August 2022: NewsPanda highlighted Ikhala Block 

Boundary Kishtwar to Lopara Road in the GIS system

Upon further investigation, it is found that the project would 

divert 5.9 hectares of forest land

More importantly, WWF found that the project was still at its 

pre-proposal stage. This means WWF would be able to 

take early action and possibly participate in relevant 

conversations.

2/12/2024Fei Fang44



Social Media Module

For the general public to 

benefit from NewsPanda, 

we also developed a 

Twitter bot which tweets 

links and hashtags 

(keywords) to the relevant 

weekly articles.

@WildlifeNewsIND

Go follow and share! :)

2/12/2024Fei Fang45



Lessons Learned

 Quick prototyping. Simple models, rapid iterations, 

discover new problems.

 The “not-so-AI” components realize the promise of 

AI for nonprofit project.

 Nonprofit ownership. No fancy dashboards that 

nobody use.

 Get feedback, in formal form. 



Poll 1

 Which of the following ones are used in the 

relevance classification module of NewsPanda?

 A: Topic modeling

 B: Sentiment analysis

 C: BERT embedding

 D: ChatGPT

2/12/2024Fei Fang47
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 Transformer revisited
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 Discussion
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Recap: NewsPanda Pipeline

2/12/2024Fei Fang49

Classification module trained on two datasets

●1. WHS-Corp dataset (44,000 articles; 928 with labels)

■2. InfraCorp dataset (4,137 articles; 1,000 with labels)

Limitation: Only contains English Articles



Extensions to NewsPanda

 Extend NewsPanda to handle multiple languages, 

including low-resourced languages, e.g., Nepali

 Challenge: Hard to extend NewsPanda in a scalable 

fashion if we need to collect >1000 labeled articles 

for each new language/country

2/12/2024Fei Fang50



Translation Test

 Step 1: Translate the news article in the test set from 

Nepali to English using existing translation tools (e.g., 

Google translate)

 Step 2: Use the relevance classification module in 

NewsPanda to classify the translated test article

 Pro: Does not need any labeled data in Nepali

 Con: If we do have some labeled data in Nepali, this 

workflow does not make good use of it

2/12/2024Fei Fang51



Translation Train

 Step 1: Translate the news articles in the training set 

from Nepali to English using existing translation tools 

(e.g., Google translate)

 Step 2: Fine-tune the relevance classification module 

in NewsPanda using the translated articles and 

corresponding labels

 Step 3: Translate the test article into English

 Step 4: Use the relevance classification module in 

NewsPanda to classify the translated test article

2/12/2024Fei Fang52



Extensions to NewsPanda

 Can we use ChatGPT to tackle the challenge with 

low resource languages directly?

2/12/2024Fei Fang53



Attempt 1

2/12/2024Fei Fang54



Attempt 2: Restrict the answer space

2/12/2024Fei Fang55



Attempt 3: Get a sense of uncertainty

2/12/2024Fei Fang56



Attempt 4: Use GPT-4

2/12/2024Fei Fang57



Attempt 5: Show ChatGPT some examples

(In-Context Learning)

2/12/2024Fei Fang58



Discussion

 Discuss with your neighbor what prompt you would 

like to try to interact with ChatGPT to get the 

conservation relevance label for a news article with 

the following title:

 वसन्त ऋतुमा दोस्रो आरोहण अनुमतत मनासु्लमा

2/12/2024Fei Fang59



NewsSerow

 Summary + In-Context Learning + Reflection

60 Sameer Jain, Sedrick Scott Keh, Shova Chhetri, Karun Dewan, Pablo Izquierdo, Johanna Prussmann, Pooja 

Shrestha, Cesar Suarez, Zheyuan Ryan Shi, Lei Li, Fei Fang. Where It Really Matters: Few- Shot Environmental 

Conservation Media Monitoring for Low-Resource Language. AAAI-24

Summarization Module

Classification Module

Reflection Module

Example articles

Expert provided 

definition

Test 

article



Evaluation

61

 With only a few examples, NewsSerow achieves 

comparable performance to fine-tuned models 

(which uses much more training data) for Nepali 

articles



Deployment

 NewsSerow has been deployed at WWF offices in 

Nepal and Colombia since Apr 2023 (latest version in 

use since Aug 2023) 

 Results from 8 weeks of deployment:

62



Discussion

 Can we build NewsPanda or NewsSerow-like 

systems to help achieve other UN SDGs?

2/12/2024Fei Fang63



Backup Slides
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Transformer

 Multi-head self-attention

2/12/2024Fei Fang65



Scaled Dot-Product Attention in Transformer
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Transformer Encoder
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Transformer Decoder
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